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“Your Money, OUR Economy: They’re Linked”  

Paraphrased from George Washington in 1799: “The best offense is a good defense” 
 

The business cycle is in Phase 4. In this phase, the economy is still slowing down as business cuts inventories. Credit 

conditions worsen. Earnings slow down. Commodities and interest rates peak. Sales grow below inventories. Inflation is 

close to a peak. High inflation, home prices, and interest rates hinder consumer optimism and become a greater 

headwind against earnings, the economy, and the stock market.  

Key: Red = Indicator of Concern;   Green = Positive Indicator;  Yellow = Indicator of Caution 

➢ Auto and truck sales - Showing signs of resilience. Auto sales are down –9.0% y/y. This is the bad news. The 

good news is that heavy truck sales – sensitive to business cycle forces – rose +8.4% y/y. The rising trend in sales 

growth is a good sign, suggesting the economy has still some vitality. 

➢ Consumers’ big-ticket orders - Contracting. Total durable goods orders rose +2.0% y/y. Consumers’ spending on 

durable goods, however, keeps declining, down -6.3% y/y. Consumers do not have the income to spend on big-

ticket more expensive goods. 

➢ Average workweek and wages - Declining. Wages after inflation are sinking, down -2.6% y/y. Average 

workweek, meanwhile, is contracting, down -0.6% y/y. Inflation is penalizing workers, thanks to the splurge of 

liquidity – money printed by the Fed in 2020. Business is slowing down and is cutting the workweek. This step 

anticipates more widespread layoffs 

➢ Leading indicator - Pointing to slower growth. The leading indicators of The Conference Board are slowing 

down sharply, pointing to economic weakness. Note how this indicator many times seems to mimic the turning 

points of the business cycle indicator, which is computed in real time from current market data.  
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➢ Commodities - Down. Commodities have reached a peak for this business cycle. They are all in a downtrend, 

reflecting weakening economic conditions in the US and in the developed economies of the world. Gold itself 

and gold mining stocks have been weak. The disappointing performance of gold reflects the strength of the 

dollar and, possibly, deflationary forces. 

➢ Inflation – High. Inflation is still running well above the FOMC’s (Federal Open Markets Committee) 2% target. 

The July CPI report was cooler than expected. With this report, headline CPI inflation fell from 9.1% y/y in June 

to 8.5% in July. Core CPI rose 5.9% y/y, registering the same y/y increase as in June. While a fall in energy prices 

drove the monthly decline in inflation, other areas of inflation, such as food prices and owners’ equivalent rent, 

remain hot. Inflation may have peaked thanks to the sharp slowdown/contraction in monetary aggregates. 

(Monetary aggregates are the money circulating in an economy to satisfy its current monetary needs.)  Assuming the bureaucrats 

don’t flood the economy with cash and the FED does its job, we may be seeing light at the end of the tunnel.  

➢ Bond yields - Down.. History shows turning points in bond yields coincide with turning points in crude oil prices. 

The peak in crude oil reflects major weakness in the global economy. During such times, long-term Treasury 

Bonds are an attractive hedge – bond prices rise when yields decline. 

➢ The Dollar- strong. The Euro is very weak. The dollar remains strong as our economy shows more resilience than 

the foreign economies. 

Bottom line: The business cycle points down – bad news for profits, employment, production. Good news for bond 

yields as commodities decline. These conditions will last if monetary aggregates keep slowing down and the yield curve 

is inverted. (An inverted yield curve occurs when short-term interest rates exceed long-term rates.) The mixed signals we see in this 

phase of the cycle are slowly dissipating and the trends are becoming more visible. The deteriorating global economic 

conditions, however, provide strong cautionary signals. The recent increase in the stock market indexes have been 

welcome, but we are not out of the woods! Our worry is that equities will perform poorly as profits continue to slow 

down to reflect the weak economic growth and sluggish sales. These realities are why we practice asset allocation 

with market logic and not market timing! 

Investment Risks 

• The Fed could push the economy into recession if it overtightens policy in response to supply-driven inflation. 
• Heightened geopolitical tensions with Russia could result in continued energy shortages, low consumer 

confidence and dampened growth. 
• Markets may remain depressed and volatile until investors receive clarity on inflation and the Fed. 

Investment Themes 

• After this year's sell-off, fixed income may offer more protection against a market correction or economic downturn. 
• U.S. equity investors may use profits as a guide in a rising rate environment. 
• Long-term growth prospects, a falling dollar and wide valuation discounts may support international equities. 

{Data source for information in update: https://www.bls.gov/ - Bureau of Labor Statistics; J.P. Morgan Market Insights} 
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